Welcome to "All Aboard For Funtime" - a Doctor X tribute to songs that celebrate... well, some strange stuff. Why do an album of covers? Because it's fun,
and it's good exercise for one's musical chops. It's also good for songwriters to study what's out there, because other composers always make choices and
come up with ideas that you'd never think of on your own. And really, how cool is it to do a smoking cover version of a song that you used to always sing as
a kid when it came on the radio?
01 Nightclubbing (Iggy Pop / David Bowie)
I recently tuned into Iggy Pop's iconic 1977 album "The Idiot", which was produced by David Bowie at the time of his Berlin Trilogy. I had heard it once or
twice before in my life, but hearing the whole album on headphones while walking through the neighborhood gave the album time to eat into my brain, and I
was hooked on it for about two months. I've got two of the album's songs collected here (the other being "Funtime"), but honestly, I could have covered the
whole album. I'm pretty sure "Nightclubbing" was the "hit" from the album; at any rate, it's been covered by others, including disco diva Grace Jones.
02 San Tropez (Roger Waters)
One of the most unlikely songs to have come from Pink Floyd, this was featured on their album "Meddle" from 1971, and it was the first song I recorded for
this album. "Meddle" was a favorite of ours when we were teenagers, and our band did a cover of "San Tropez". Pink Floyd recently released a great hi-rez
remaster of the album, prompting me to pull out my guitar and play along. First thing I found out was that the two chords were Gmaj7 and Gm6, not Gmaj7
and C9. We had been playing it wrong all those years ago! The only difference between Gm6 and C9 is the note "C", but it really, really doesn't fit in the
song. Our bass player had been playing that C, too, which made the error even more glaring.
03 Season Of The Witch (Donovan Leitch)
In retrospect, Donovan can be cringingly twee, but in the sixties, he wrote some killer songs after he gave up trying to out-Dylan Dylan. One of his best is
"Season Of The Witch", covered by countless artists since.
The clicky things are sliced-up loops being manipulated in Spectrasonics's Stylus loop software. I was able to control how long each "slice" lasted, from zero
to full-length. Turn the knob a bit, and the slice only lasts long enough to hear a tiny "click". Turn it a bit more, and it's more like a "chock"; turn it even
more, and it sounds like a regular drum beat. I recorded myself playing with the knob for each loop as the song progressed. It was a lot of fun - it felt a bit
like DJing with vinyl. The famous electric guitar riff you hear is actually a patch from the Omnisphere synth that I used as a placemark when laying out the
song. I had planned to replace it with a real guitar later, but the sound of the patch stuck with me. And talk about spooky! At some point months later I could
hear a diminished fifth - the forbidden 'Devil's Interval', according to medieval priests - on the first beat of each chorus. I solo'd each track of the song to
figure out which instrument was doing it, and it was the Omnisphere synth, which had the added tritone at the end of the "and it's strange" section. Problem
is, I had never played that note - and I have no idea how it got there! Devil's Interval indeed - it must be the Season of the Witch!
04 Alabama Song (Bertold Brecht / Kurt Weill)
This was one of the more challenging songs I tackled, and I put off doing it for the longest time. The Doors did an admirable cover of it in 1967, but they
took out most of the sharp edges. The 1930 original, with Lotte Lenya singing lead, is much, much spookier sounding and reflects the contemporary music
scene at the time, which leaned heavily on jagged rhythms and dissonant harmonies - think of Edvard Munch’s “The Scream” set to music.
I also took cues from David Bowie's 1978 live version as well as Ralph Schuckett’s 1985 version on the Hal Wilner album, "Lost In The Stars: The Music Of
Kurt Weill", with lead vocals by Richard Butler of The Psychedelic Furs. I also referred to a piano reduction of the song as published in the fifties. It was like
deciphering the Rosetta Stone - there's more music stuffed into one verse and chorus of "Alabama Song" than most rock groups have in their entire career.
05 Lucille Has Messed My Mind Up (Frank Zappa)
This is kind of an "ambient" version of this song. Zappa originally wrote it in the sixties for Jeff Simmons, but then released his own version of it on "Joe's
Garage" in the late seventies. The title is pure Zappa, making the simplicity and the beauty of the song even more surprising. I couldn't sing it in the same key
as Ike Willis, so I transposed it to Em, making it perfect for both my voice and my guitar!
06 Funtime (Iggy Pop / David Bowie)
This is such a dumb song - which makes it even more infectious! After about a month of listening to it on my walks, I had replaced my typical "oh god"
reaction to life's curveballs with "All Aboard For Funtime!", so I knew I had to record it. I wanted it to sound like a disco track with the thumping bass
sequencer, and then I turned to the early sixties hit "Palisades Park" with the Farfisa organ. I messed with the lyrics a bit to squeeze another verse or two out
of it. Purists may light the bonfires as needed.
07 Friday Night, Saturday Morning (Terry Hall)
This was the b-side of The Special's hit "Ghost Town" from 1981. It's a bit more poppy than their other recordings, all of which are required listening. I
updated some of the lyrics and Americanized them a bit. I also sang into a copperphone mic, which looks like a big copper cylinder with steampunk fittings.
It's a primitive carbon dynamic mic currently produced by Placid Audio - get yours now! You have to really press your mouth against it in order to be heard,
but boy, it nails that 1920s radio sound better than any digital software can.
08 Tom Traubert's Blues (Four Sheets To The Wind In Copenhagen) (Tom Waits)
I have to admit to being ignorant of Tom Wait's output except for a few tracks he's done for various Hal Wilner compilation albums. I read a good review of a
recent remastering of his early album "Small Change", so I downloaded the 24-bit version from prostudiomasters.com. This was the first song that came on,
and I was transfixed from beginning to end. Actually, I was transfixed throughout the whole album, and it's now one of my favorites.
I put off trying this one for the longest time because, being free from strict tempo, I needed to sing and play piano at the same time with no punching in, and
it's a long song with tons of lyrics. I practiced for about a week, one verse at a time, until I thought I might be able to pull it off. When I was ready to record
it, I realized that there was no way to place the Neumann microphone above my piano keyboard, which fits snugly at my workstation. So I sang and played
the piano, recording the piano but not the vocal. That helped me play the piano to my (assumed) vocal delivery. Then I overdubbed my vocal to the recorded
piano track. It took a bit of discipline, but it was worth it in the end.
09 The Baby Tree (Rosalie Sorrell)
I first heard this on the Jefferson Starship album "Blows Against The Empire" back in 1970 - it stood out like a pleasantly sore thumb on that otherwise a-bittoo-serious rock album. I had always thought that Paul Kanter had written it, but I recently found that it was composed by Ms. Sorrell. It's a bit "off" for a

childrens' song - kind of like the original versions of Grimm's Fairy Tales or Aesop's Fables. I mean, really - "the babies lie there in a pile", and the grownups
"pass by all the babies that cry..."? Aren't you supposed to find out why the babies are crying and then comfort them? Yikes!
The odd instrument on your right is EZkeys' "Hybrid Harp". It's a cross between a harp and a harmonium - which sounds pretty weird to begin with - but this
patch uses a bow scraping the harp strings. I love how organic it sounds - nothing at all like a synth. I could play it all day...
10 Back To The Island (Leon Russell)
Nothing like giving up on everything and going back to the island! This song was always one of my favorites. I loved fleshing out the background vocals
with more changes than on the original; in fact, that was my modus operandi for most of this album. I also did a neat trick with the acoustic guitar. Usually I
double an acoustic rhythm, putting one guitar in the left speaker and putting another in the right. It really gives you a nice thick sound. This time, though, I
tried being clever. The song is in D, so the guitar on the left is a regular EADGBE acoustic guitar, but the guitar on the right has a capo on the second fret,
making the fingering for the chords a bit different (you'd now be fingering chords from the C major key). Sometimes the two guitars are playing the exact
same six pitches, but sometimes they're playing two different inversions of the chords. It adds a bit of "aha" to the sound.
So what does the whole album mean? Nothing! It doesn't have to! To quote Iggy:
"I don't need no heavy trips; I just do what I want to do!"
Words to live by - enjoy!
- Tim Casey, June 2022

